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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
September 18, 2021      
 
K.J. CHOI  ( -11) 
 
 
Q.  K.J. Choi, you made an early bogey and then kind of steadied the ship and played 
solid the rest of the way. Can you tell us about your round? 
 
K.J. CHOI:  Yeah, today starting green speed a little too fast, some downwind, some against 
the wind. And No. 3 on the putt tried almost 40 feet and misread, lose speed. It's a mindset a 
little more, keep going. Good putting yesterday, good read, good hit and we make it more 
positive in the minds. Hole by hole is more positive and more enjoy in the wind today. 
 
Q.  And with all the high winds today, did you kind of embrace that or did you have to 
make adjustments? 
 
K.J. CHOI:  Yeah, sometimes the tees are underneath the trees, so we can feel, but after hit 
it, very difficult control, distance control, and then after 6, 7 hole is more open so we see the 
ball, and back nine is a good feeling yesterday and today, too. Four under par is very solid. 
 
Q.  And you're going to be the overnight leader. Can you just talk about that and what 
it would mean to get the win tomorrow? 
 
K.J. CHOI:  Yeah, everybody, the best player is here, so everybody trying to and the best 
tomorrow, so my game style doesn't matter the two rounds and then reset starting tomorrow 
and hole by hole is my best shot into what kind of shot. Today the point in the greens where 
the pin tomorrow and some short-side and some long-side, and I see more iron play, more 
control with the wind. So my game is a more comfortable and improving, the putting is good 
this week. So far it's a good feeling, so tomorrow look for fight to everybody. 
  


